
A trade wind blows across a tropical island welcoming you to paradise, but a storm is coming. Once
every 100 years, the Volcano erupts, the Tidal Waves crash, and the Hurricane Winds blow everything
away, but those who remain are blessed with incredible riches. Watch the Lava build, as the odds for
the Feature Wheel increase. When the Feature Wheel spins, nature answers and brings fortune with

it: The Win-It-Again Volcano erupts to award a repeat of your highest win. The Wild Wave crashes onto
the reels bringing 2 to 20 WILDs. The Hurricane Wind blows lesser value symbols off the screen,

upgrading everything in its path. All three of these amazing features can be triggered together in the
Increasing Win Free Spins where any higher award becomes the next spin's guaranteed win!
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WINFALL IN PARADISE - GAME SHEET 

Global release

OCTOBER 4, 2021
RTP

95,60%
HIT Frequency

29,80%
Volatility

SUPER HIGH
Default Max win

725.500 €



Paylines

20
Default bet size

1 €
Default bet range

0,20 € - 50 €
Default coin range

0,01 - 20
Default max multiplier

X 14.510

Key selling points

Win up to 28,000x your bet!
High player satisfaction from great looking wins, and a high likelihood of triggering multiple
features in a session.
Two innovative persistence features with increasing win potential: The Win-It-Again Volcano and
the Lava Persistence Feature (ever-increasing chance for the Feature Wheel)
Three features with Big Wins, that can occur together to create Colossal Wins: The Wind, Wave, and
the Win-It-Again Volcano
High anticipation factors from the feature Wheel and an increasing minimum win feature in the
free spins.
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Target demographic

Players seeking inovation.
Players looking for big win potential.
Players who like persistence features.
Players attracted to tropical island fantasy themes.
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Game features

Win-It-Again Volcano

The Win-It -Again Volcano feature is triggered
from The Wheel. The reset value for the Win-
It-Again Volcano Feature is equal to 20 times
the current wager. If the total awarded from a
single spin exceeds the current Win-It-Again
Volcano value, the Volcano Win-It-Again
award is increased to that amount. When
awarded the value is reset back to 20 times
the current wager.

VIDEO IS COMING
SOON
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Wheel

The WHEEL FEATURE is triggered when the
appears on reel 5. The on reel 5 will grow to
show 3 bonus features in various
combinations that may be awarded. Possible
awards are: The Volcano - Persistent Win It
Again Feature, the Wave - Random Wild
Feature, the Wind - Symbol Upgrade Feature,
and all possible combinations of these 3
features. The section of the wheel that awards
all 3 features is only possible during the free
spins. Any two features can be awarded
during the base game.
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Free Spins Feature with
Increasing Guaranteed
Minimum Win

appearing on reels 1, 3, and 5 awards 7 free
spins. Lines played and the wager are the
same as the initiating base game spin.
appearing on reels 1, 3, and 5 during the free
spins awards 7 additional spins to a maximum
of 35 free spins. Any occurrence of appearing
on reels 1, 3, and 5 after 35 free spins have
been awarded, will award credits equal to 10 x
bet. The initial value for the GUARANTEED
MINIMUM WIN is the current bet. Any higher
win, excluding the Win-It-Again Volcano,
becomes the new GUARANTEED MINIMUM
WIN. Any lower win is replaced with the
GUARANTEED MINIMUM WIN.
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Lava Persistence

The symbol on reel 5 has a chance to be
replaced by . The chance for replacing is
shown below an image of the Wheel in the
bottom-left of the game. Every time appear,
the chance of replacement goes up and keeps
going up until does appear. When appears,
the Wheel Feature is awarded and the chance
for to change to resets to a random starting
level.

Wave - Random Wild

The Wave - Random Wild Feature is triggered
from The Wheel. When awarded, between 2
and 20 will be added randomly to the game
play area. Priority is given to the �rst three
reels and to at least 2 in the �rst 3 reels
appearing on the same row.
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Wind - Symbol Upgrade

The Wind - Symbol Upgrade feature is
triggered from The Wheel. When awarded, a
symbol will be randomly selected from the
increasing value ordered list: , , , , , , , , or . All , ,
and the ; along with all symbols lower in value
from the list, will be upgraded to the
randomly selected symbol. For example, if the
selected symbol is , all , , and the will become .
If the Wave - Random Wild feature is also
awarded, win evaluation does not occur until
afterward. In addition, two wilds will be added
to reels 2 and 3.
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Game rules

Winfall in Paradise is a 4×5 20 line game with 3 main features and a free spins bonus. The minimum
wager is 25 credits. All wins except

scatters are paid left to right using active pay lines on adjacent reels starting with the left most reel.

How to Calculate Payline Wins

Total payline win amount is the sum of all 20 payline wins.

Line wins pay for 3, 4, or 5 matching symbols in a row on a payline, starting with the left hand reel.

Only the highest pay on a line is awarded.

LOGO/WILDSs may substitute in line wins, but not for SCATTERS.

Line wins starting with 3 or more LOGO/WILDs will pay the highest pay only.

 

If the game is interrupted during play, players can replay the game round after restarting the
game.
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If the player chooses to skip the replay, their win will be added to their balance immediately.

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the gaming
website’s support team.

In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts
are rendered void and all affected bets are refunded.

This is game rules version 1.0, dated 22/03 2020. To make available any previous version, please use
the contact
form at http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/contact-us
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